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PREFACE 
This book deals with statistical inference of nonlinear 
regression models from two opposite points of view, namely the 
case where the functlonal form of the model is completely 
specified as a known function of regressors and unknovm para-
meters, and the opposite case where the functlonal form of the 
model is completely unknown. First it is assumed that the res-
ponse function óf the regression model under review belongs to 
a certain well-specified parametric family of functlonal forms, 
by which estimation of the model merely amounts to estimation 
of the unknown parameters. For this class of models we review 
the asymptotic properties of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator for independent data as well as for time series. 
In practice assumptions on the functlonal form are often 
made dn the basis of computational convenience rather than ori 
the basis of precise a priori knowledge of the empirical 
phenomenon under review. Therefore the linear regression model 
is still the most popular model specification in applied 
research. However, even if the specification of the functlonal 
form is based on sound theoretical considerations there is 
quite often a large range of functlonal forms that are theore-
tically adraissible, so that there is no guarantee that the 
actually chosen functlonal form is true. Functlonal specifica-
tion of a parametric nonlinear regression model should there-
fore always be verified by conducting model misspecification 
tests. Various model misspecification tests will therefore be 
discussed, in particular consistent tests which have asymptotic 
power 1 against all deviations from the null hypothesis that 
the model is correct. 
The opposite case of parametric regression is nonparame-
tric regression. Nonparametric regression analysis is eoncerned 
with estimation of a regression model without specifying in 
advance its functlonal form. Thus the only source of Infor-
mation about the functlonal form of the model is the data set 
itself. In this book we shall review various nonparametric 
regression approaches, with special emphasis on the kernel 
method, under various distributional assumptions. 
This book is divided into three parts. In the first part 
we review the elements of abstract probability theory we need 
in part 2. Part 2 is devoted to the asymptotic theöry of para-
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12. NONPARAMETRIC TIME SERIES REGRESSION 
Recently the kernel regression approach has been extended 
to time series. Robinson (1983) shows strong eonsistency and 
asymptotic normality, using the a-mixing concept. In Bierens 
(1983) we proved uniform eonsistency under i/-stability in L2 
with respect to a <p-mixing base, and in Bierens (1987) we gene-
ralized this result to pointwise eonsistency and asymptotic 
normality. Collomb (1985) proves uniform strong eonsistency 
under the <p-mixing condition and Georgiev (1984) proves eonsis-
tency in the case of a Markov data generating process. In this 
chapter we shall extend the results in chapter 6 to time 
series, employing the i/-stablity and ip-mixing concepts, on the 
basis of the results in Bierens (1987)*. 
12.1 Assumptions and prellmlnary lemmas 
In this section we state the assumptions we need to prove 
pointwise and uniform eonsistency and asymptotic normality of 
kernel time series regression estimators, and we prove three 
basie lemmas. 
Assumptlon 12.1.1. The data generating process {(Yt,Xt)} is a 
strictly stationary i/-stable process in L2 with respect to a 
strictly stationary <p-mixing base (Wt) , where 
i/(m) - 0(exp(-c-m,>) for some c > 0; (12.1.1) 
. 2£_„?>(*)* < -•• (12.1.2) 
Also, we assume that gXX,.) represents the conditional 
expectation of Yt giver. the entire past of the data generating 
process: 
Assumption 12.1.2. Let 
gCX,.) - E(Yt|Xt,X,_1,Xt_2,..,Yt_1,Yt_2,..) a.s. (12.1.3) 
The vector X,. may conti in lagged Yt' s. Thus g(Xt) is in fact a 
*) Reprinted with permission of Cambridge University Press. 
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(non)linear ARX model with unknown functional form g(.). We 
note that Robinson (1983) only assumes E(Yt|Xt) ™ g(^t)> which 
is weaker than (12.1.3) However, as has been argued in chapter 
10, proper time series models should satisfy condition 
(12.1.3). The errors Ut are then martingale differences, so 
that the martingale difference central limit theorem 9.1.7 is 
applicable. 
Next, we assume: 
Assumption 12.1.3. 
(I) If assumption 6.2.1 holds then in addition: 
(a) cr*(x)h(x) is uniformly bounded; 
(b) g(x)2h(x) has countinuous and bounded second deriva-
tives. 
(II) If assumption 6.4.2 holds then for every fixed x(2) e A2, 
(a) <7*(xcl) ,x<2))h(x(1) |x(2)) is uniformly bounded on A1; 
(b) g(x(1) ,x<2))2h(x(1) |x(2) ) has continuous and bounded 
second derivatives with respect to the components of 
x(1). 
Finally, in order to prove theorem 6.5.1 for time series 
we need the following addition to assumption 12.1.1: 
Assumption 12.1.4. The process {(Y^.Xj)} is i/-stable in L4 with 
respect to the ip-mixing base considered in assumption 12.1.1. 
The following lemca will be used to prove pointwise con-
sistency and asymptotic normality of the kernel regression 
estimators considered in sections 6.1 through 6.4. 
Lemma 12.1.1. Let {(Z^,.^)} be a strictly stationary stochastic 
process in RxRk , with E Z^  < =° and E|Xj |2 < <». Let this process 
be i/-stable in L2 with respect to a strictly stationary <p-
mixing base, where v satisfies condition (12.1.1) and <p satis-
fies condition (12.1.2). Let K be a Borel measurable real 
function on Rk such that 
J|K(x)|dx < =o; J|t^(t)|dt < », 
where 
2 
V>(t) = Jexp(i-t'x)K(x)dx. 
Denote for x e Rk, 
d^x) - vartd/^SJ.^jKCCx-Xj)^)} 
- (l/n2)S5.1var{ZjK((x-XJ)/7n)}, (12.1.4) 
where 7n > 0, 7n 4- 0 as n -*• «o. Then 
d^x) = 0[{ln(n/7n)+ln(l/(E Z2K((x-X0 )/7n)2 ) ) } 
X E Z2K((x-X0)/7n)2/n] 
Proof: We can write 
^(x) = 2(l/ii2)Sn-l2n-^cov{Z0K((x-X0)/7n),ZjK((x-Xj)/7n)} 
- 2(l/n2)2^1sn=;iE(ZoZ.K((x.Xo)/7n)K((x.x.)/7n)} 
- 2(l/n2)S^lsn:fE{Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}2. (12.1.5) 
Similarly, let 
d£m)(x) 
- 2(l/n2)E^lsn:fcov{Z<ra'K((x-X<m))/7n),Z<m)K((x-XJm))/7n)} 
= 2(l/n2)S^l2n:fE{Z^)Z<m)K((x-X^))/7n)K((x-X<m))/7n)} 
- 2(l/n2)S^S^^E{Z<m)K((x-X^))/7n)}2) (12.1.6) 
where 
Zj m ) = E(Zj|Wj)W...1,W..2 W..J; 
Xj m ) - E(Xj|Wj,W...1)W..2,...,W..m). 
We shall prove the lemma in three steps: 
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Step 1: 
|d£m)(x)| < 4n-1(m+E|=»09'('e)h)E{Zf'n)K((x-X^))/7n)}2; 
Step 2: For sufficiently large n and some constant cx > 0, 
independent of j and m, we have 
E supx | {Z0K((x-X0 )/7n) } {ZjKCCx-Xj )/7n)} 
- {Z<m)K((xX<m))/7n)}{ZJm)K((x-XJm))/7n)}| 
< c17;1i/(m) ; 
Step 3: For sufficiently large n and some constant c2 > 0, 
c3 > 0, independent of x, j and m, we have 
|E{Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}E{ZjK((x-Xj)/7n)} 
- E{Z<m)K((x-X<m))/7n)}E{Z<m)K((x-XJm))/7n)}| 
^ c2{7;ii/(m)}2 + c37;V(m). 
We first show that the results of these three steps imply the 
lemma. Let (m^) be a sequence of positive integers such that 
nijj -*• «o and n^/n -»• 0, and let n be so large that 
It follows from step 1 and step 2 with j=0 that for sufficient-
ly large n, 
|d£m)(x)| < Sdi^/^EtZoKCCx-Xo)^))2 + S l X A O c ^ ^ K ) . 
Moreover, it follows from steps 2 and 3 that 
|dn(x)-d^'n)(x)| < 2(c1+c3)7;1^(mn) + 2c2{7;1^(mn)}2. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that for sufficiently 
large n, 
n^/n < (cx+c2+c3)/4 and 7n\l'Cmn) ^  1 (12.1.7) 
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(as will appear). Then 
•K(x)| < 8(mn/n)E{Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}2 + 4(Cl+c2+c3 )7;1i/(nin) 
= 0(pn(x)), 
where 
Pn(x) = (mn/n)E{Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}2+7;1exp(-c-nln). (12.1.8) 
Minimizing the right hand side of (12.1.8) to nij, yields 
uir^) = exp(-c-mn> - (l/c) (7n/n) {E Z0K( (x-X0 )/7n) T 2 , 
with 
n^ = (l/c)[log(c) + log(n/7n)-2-log(E Z0K((x-X0)/7n)), 
(thus observe that indeed (12.1.7) holds). Hence 
pn(x) < (l/c)|l + log(c) + ln(n/7n) 
+ log({E Z2K((x-X0)/7n)2rX)|{E Z2K((x-X0)/7n)2/n) 
= 0[{ln(n/7n)+ln(E Z2K((x-X0)/7n)2)_1}E Z2K((x-X0)/7n)2/n], 
as was to be shown. 
Proof of step 1: 
Since {Z^m)K((x-XJm) )/-yn)} is a <p*-mixing sequence, where 
<p*(Z) = 1 if 2 < -a, <p*(Z) = <p(i-m) if i > m, 
it follows from (9.2.3) and theorem 9.2.1 that 
cov{Z^ra)K((x-X^m))/7n),ZJm)K((x-XJm))/7n)} 
< 2<p*(j)iïE{Z<m)K((x-X<m))/7n))2. 
Step 1 follows now from the fact that 
X»=0<P*Q)h * m + ^=0*>(j)V 
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Proof of step 2: 
From the inversion formula for Fourier transforms we have 
K(x) - (l/(27r))k/exp(-i-t'x)^(t)dt (12.1.9) 
From (12.1.9) i t follows that for a l l x e Rk 
| z 0 Z j K((x-X 0 ) / 7 n )K((x-X j ) / 7 n ) 
- zSm>ZJm>K((x-X£m>)/7n)K((x-XJm))/7n)| 
< (l/(2^))2k7^kXJ|ZoZjexp(i-t1 'X0+i-t2 'X j) 
- Z « r a ) Z J m ) e x p ( i - t 1 ' X < m , + i - t 2 ' X < i n ) ) | | T / . ( 7 n t 1 ) ^ ( 7 n t 2 ) | d t 1 d t 2 . 
< ( l / (27 r ) ) 2 k 72 k / / |Z 0 Z j exp( i - t 1 'X 0 +i - t 2 'X j ) 
- Z 0 Z j exp( i - t 1 'X^ ) +i - t2 'X^>) | ]TA(7 n t 1 )V(7n t 2 ) | d t 1 d t 2 
+ ( l / (27r) ) 2 k 72 k J / |Z 0 Z j exp( i - t 1 'X< m ) +i- t 2 'XJ ' n ) ) 
- Z^ ) Z< m 5 exp ( i - t 1 'X< m ) +i - t 2 'X« n " ) | |V (7n t 1 ) ^ (7 n t 2 ) | d t 1 d t 2 . 
< ( l / ( 2 7 r ) ) 2 k 7 2 k | Z o Z j l l ( X o , X J ) - ( X ^ ) , X J m ) ) | 
x
 SSI ( t i . t2 ) | |V-(7nt! )V>(7nt2 ) I dt^dtg 
+ ( l / ( 2 ^ ) ) 2 k 7 2 k | Z o Z j - 4 m ) Z i m ) | / J k ( 7 n t 1 ) ^ ( 7 n t 2 ) | d t 1 d t 2 . 
< ( l / ( 2 7 r ) ) 2 k 7 ; 1 | Z o Z j | | ( X 0 , X j ) - ( X ^ ) , X J m ) ) | 
x
 SSI (tx , t2 ) | j V(t1)^(t2 ) |dtxdt2 
+ ( l / (27r ) ) 2 k jZ 0 Z j -Z« ' n ) ZJ m ) | / J |V ' ( t 1 )^ ( t2) |d t 1 dt2 . 
< ( l / ( 2 ^ ) ) 2 k 7 ; 1 | Z 0 Z j | { | x 0 - X ^ ) | 2 + | X j - X < i n ) | 2 } H 
X J | t | | ^ ( t ) | d t / | V ( t ) j d t 
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+ (l/(27r))2M|Z0||zj •ZJm>HZo-4m)||ZJm)|Hj|V>(t)|dt:}2. 
(12.1.10) 
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz' and Liapounov's inequalities and using 
the inequality E(ZJm))2 < E Z? [cf. exercise 1] it follows from 
(12.1.10) that there exist constants c^l) > 0, c^z) > 0, inde-
pendent of j and m, such that 
E supJZ0ZjK((x-X0)/7n)K((x-Xj)/7n) 
- zSm>ZJm>K((x-X«m>)/7n)K((x-XJm))/7n)| 
< ( l / ( 2 7 r ) ) 2 k 7 ; 1 { E [ Z 0 Z j ] 2 } i ï | { E | X 0 - X « n i ) | 2 + E | X j - X J m ) | 2 } i ' 
x / | t | | ^ ( t ) | d t f | ^ ( t ) | d t 
+ ' ( l / (27 r ) ) 2 k {E Z 2 } 1 *{E[Z j -ZJ m ) ] 2 } H {J ' |V ' ( t ) |d t ) 2 
+ <l/<2jr))"{E[Z0-Z<m> ]*>*{£ Z2}h{f\i>(t)\dt)z 
< c ^ ' - ^ M n i ) + c ^ ^ m ) (12 .1 .11) 
For n so l a r g e t h a t c ^ ' - y " 1 2: c^Z) we may t ake cx i n s t e p 2 
equal t o 2 • c ^ 1 ) . 
Proof of Step 3: 
By stationarity and the trivia! inequality 
|a2-b2| < (a-b)24Ja||a-b| 
we have 
|E{Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}E{ZjK((x-Xj)/7n)} 
- E{Z<m)K((x-X<m))/7n)}E{ZJm5K((x-X<m))/7n)}| 
- |{E Z0K((x-X0)/7n)}2 - {E Z<m)K((x-X<m))/7n)}2| 
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< {E|Z0K((x-X0)/7n) - Z^)K((x-X^))/7n)]}2 
+ |E Z0K((x-X0)/7,1)|E|Z0K((x-X0)/7n)-Z<m)K((x-X<m))/7n)| 
(12.1.12) 
From (12.1.9) it follows, similarly to (12.1.11), that there 
exist constants c^1) > 0, c^2) > 0, independent of x and m, 
such that 
E|Z0K((x-X0)/7n) - Z$B)K((x-X«B>)/7n)| 
< (l/(27r))k7S/E|Z0exp(i-t'X0) - Z<m> exp(i- t'X<m) ) | |i>(yn t) | dt. 
< (l/(2*))k7£E|Z0 - Z<m)|/IV-<7nt)|dt. 
+ (l/(2Jr))k7^E|X0 - X^)||zSm)|/l^(7„t)|dt. 
< (l/(27r))k{E|Z0 - Z«ra)|}i5/^(t)|dt. 
+ (l/(27r))k7;{E|X0 - X^)|2}^{E[Z^)]2}H/|tV'(t)|dt. 
^ 4117;1»'(m) + c^'i/On). (12.1.13) 
Realizing that by (12.1.9) 
|E ZDK((x-X0)/Tn)| < (l/(2*))kE|ZQ|J|^(t)|dt < <», 
step 3 now easily follows from (12.1.12) and (12.1.13). This 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma enables us prove uniform consistency 
Lemma 12.1.2. Let the conditions of lemma 12.3.1 hold, except 
that now E Z? < « suffices, and let 
an(x) = (l/n)2°=1ZiK((x-Xj)/7n) 
Then 
E sup^KCx) - E an(x)J = 0[(log(n/72))ll/yn] 
Proof: Let 
4m>(x) = (l/n)^=,Z<m)K((x-X<m>)/7n) 
It follows from (12.1.5), similarly to (12.1.18), that there 
exist constants c^1} > 0, c^Z) > 0, independent of x and m, 
such that 
E suPx|an(x) - a^n)(x)| < c ^ ^ M m ) + c^2)i/(m). (12.1.14) 
Moreover, it follows from (12.1.9), the well-known formula 
exp(i-u) = cos(u) f i-sin(u), 
Liapounov's inequality and inequality (1.4.4) that 
E supx|4m)(x) - E 4 n>(x)| ' 
< (l/(2^))k7^/E|(/n)2»,1{ZJni)exp(i-t'X<in)) 
- E ZJm)exp(i-t'XJB))||^(7nt)|dt. 
< (y2)(l/(27r))k7S/{E[(/n)2^=1(Z]n,)cos(t'XJn,)) 
• E ZJm)oos(t'XJm)))]2}li|^(7„t)|dt. 
+ (y2)(l/(27r))k7^J{E[(/n)S^1(ZJ'n)cos(t'XJn')) 
- E Zj(m'cos(t'X|m)))]2}ls|i/.(7nt)|dt. (12.1.15) 
Similarly to step 1 in the proof of lemma 12.1.1 we have, 
uniformly in t, 
E[(/n)S°
 = 1(ZJm)cos(t'XJm)) - E z\m) cos(t'XJni) ) ) ] 2 
•< {(l/n) + 4n-:-(m+S2=0<P(-e>li)}E[Zon0]2 
< {(l/n) + An (m+X%=0<p(Jl)h))E[Z0]2 
< c*(m/n), (12.1.16) 
say, for sufficiently large m, and similarly, 
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E[(/n)S^1(ZJm)s_n(t'XJra)) - E ZJm)sin(t'X^m)))]2 
< c*(m/n), (12.1.17) 
Combining (12.1.15), (12.1.16) and (12.1.17) it follows 
E supx|4,n)(x) - E 4 m )(x)| 
< [(2y2)(l/(27r))k/'^(t)|dtyc*](m/n)ls = ^(m/n)1* 
(12.1.18) 
say. Combining (12.1.14; and (12.1.18) it follows that for suf-
ficiently large n 
E supx|an(x) - E ^(x)! < 2 E supx | aOv) (x) - E an(mn)(x)| 
+ E supx | a ^ ) (x) - E a^ n^ ) (x) | 
< Ic^y^u^) + Ic^u^) + cx (n^/n)1* 
= 0[{(mn/n)+7;2exp(-2c-mn)}iï] (12.1.19) 
say. Minimizing the right hand side of (12.1.19) to n^, the 
lemma follows. O.E.D. 
Finally, the following lemma will enable us to extend the 
results in section 6.5 to time series. 
Lemma 12.1.3. Let (Zj.) be a strictly stationary stochastic 
process in R satisfyin^ E Z4, . Let (Zj ) be j/-stable in L4 with 
respect to a strictly stationary <p-mixing base, where 
i/(m) = 0(exp(-c-n)) for some c > 0, S^o^W** < <=°. 
Then for every e > 0, 
plim^n^Cl/iO^.^Zj-E Zj) - 0 (12.1.21) 
and 
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plimn^00ni5-£(l/n)S^=1(Zj2-E Zj2) = 0. (12.1.22) 
Proof: Let (Wj) be the base and let 
Zj m ) - E(Zj|WjJWj.1,W..2 W ^ J . 
Denote similarly to (12.1.4), (12.1.5) and (12.1.6) 
d^  - vartd/^S^^jM-d/n^S^^arfZj 2}, 
d£m) - var{(l/n)Z°=1(ZJm))2}-(l/n2)S°==1var{(ZJm))2}. 
Then i t follows s imi lar ly to the proof of lemma 12.1.1 tha t 
for su f f i c ien t ly large n 
|d£m) | < 4((m + Sf .Q'PWVrOE Z$ <
 C lm/n, 
and 
for some cx > 0, c2 > 0. Thus 
d„ ^((n^/n) + exp(-c-mn)) 
Now choose m = n£. Then 
n l - 2 £ v a r { ( 1 / n ) S n 2 2 } 
J i j 
< n1-2£{c1n£-1 + c2exp(-(l/4)cn£)} + n'2£E Z04 -+ 0 
as n -*• «. This proves (12.1.22). The proof of (12.1.21) is 
nearly the same. Q.E.D. 
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12.2 ConsisCency and asymptotic normality of time series ker-
nel regression fuiction estimaCors 
In this section v-e generalize the approach in chapter 6 
to time series. 
Theorem 12.2.1. Let 
E Uf < o and E g(,Ij ) 4 < « (12.2.1) 
and let the kernel K be such that for SL — 1,2, 
J|t^(t)|dt < co, wherï Vi(t) = Jexp(i-t'x)K(x)idx.*) (12.2.2) 
Moreover, 
let Jzz'K(z)zdz ba finite in the continuous case, and let 
fzxzx 'K(zt ,0)2dzx be finite in the mixed continuous-dis-
crete case, respectively. *) (12.2.3) 
With assumptions 12.1.7, 12.1.2 and 12.1.3 and the conditions 
(12.2.1), (12.2.2) and (12.2.3) the asymptotic normality 
results in sections 6.2 and and 6.4 go through. 
Proof: We only prove the theorem for the continuous case, leav-
ing the proof for the discrete and mixed continuous-discrete 
cases as an exercise. We now have to show that (6.2.2) and 
(6.2.4) go through and that 
var(h(x)) •+ 0 (12.2.4) 
in the time series cas 3 under review, as only in these steps 
the independence assumpcion has been employed. 
Step 1: Proof of (6.2.2). Since now the vn . (x) defined by 
(6.2.7) are martingale differences, it suffices to show 
*) Note that the conditions (12.2.2) and (12.2.3) hold for ker-
nels of the type (6.2.36). 
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plimn^00(l/n)2^.1(va> j(x)2-E vnj(x)2) = 0 , (12.2.5) 
as then (6.2.2) follows from theorem 9.1.7. Thus consider lemma 
12.1.1 with Zj = U2 and K(x) replaced by K(x)2. Since 
E U3K((x-Xj)/7B)4 - ^/<(x-7nz)h(x-7nz)K(z)4dz = 0(-y£), 
it follows from lemma 12.1.1 that 
var{ (l/n)2^1U2K((x-Xj )/ 7 n) 2/^ } 
- (l/n2)S°=1var{-J2K((x-Xj)/7n)2/7^}+7;2kdn(x) 
= 0(l/(n7^))+0((l/(n7^)ln(n/7^+1)) - 0 (12.2.6) 
as n -» co, provided 7n is proportional to n"T with r < l/k. 
Therefore, (12.2.4) follows from (12.2.6) and Chebishev's in-
equality. 
Step 2: Proof of (6.2.4). Let Z^  in lemma 12.1.1 be 
Zj = Yi - Ud - g(x) = g(Xj ) - g(x) . 
Then 
var{y(n7^)( l /n)2^ 1 (g(X j ) -g(x) )K((x-X j ) /7 n ) /7^} 
- ( l /n 2)S^ 1var{. / (n7^)(g(X ; j)-g(x))K((x-X j) /7 n) /7^} 
= (n/7^)dn(x) = 0 ( 7 2 l n ( n / 7 r 3 ) ) + o ( l ) , 
where the last conclusion follows from the fact that by assump-
tion 12.1.3 and Taylor's theorem 
E(g(Xj)-g(x))2K((x-Xj)/7n)2 
= 7^/(g(x-7n2)-g(x))2h(x-7nz)K(z)2dz 
* 7£ + 2/{z'(c)/3x')(g(x)2h(x))}2K(z)2dz = 0( 7* + 2). 
Since 72ln(n/7^ + 3) -»• 0 as n -» «> if 7n is proportional to n'r 
with r > 0, (6.2.4) follows. 
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Step 3: Proof of (12.2.4). Let 
ff2(x) = E K((x-X0;/7n)27;k. 
Observe that similarly ":o (6.1.17), 
a2(x) - h(x)jK(z)*dz. 
Now let Zj - 1 in lemma 12.1.1 and let x be such that h(x) > 0. 
Then 
var(h(x)) < y^d^ix) + o* (x)/(n7*) 
- 0{[log(n/7n)+log(7;Ic)+l]/(n7S)} 
- OfClogCnv^-1))/^)] - 0 
if 7n is proportional to n"T with r < l/k. Since the latter 
condition is satisfied throughout section 6.2, the proof of 
theorem 12.2.1 for the continuous case is completed. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 12.2.2. Let assumption 12.1.1 hold. Then: 
(a) the conclusion of theorem 6.3.1 becomes: 
(n/log(n)r/< — > s u p x e { x e R k : h ( x ) ^ } | g ( x ) - g(x) | 
is stochastically bounded, with corresponding optimal window 
width of the form 
7n•- c-(log(n) / n)W(2»+2k). 
(b) the conclusion of theorem 6.4.1 regarding uniform consis-
tency becomes: 
, ., ,
 N.m/(2m+2k1) IA, . , ,i 
(n/log(n)) «"^{xeR'rhOO**}'*00 " g ( x ) I 
is stochastically bounded, with corresponding optimal window 
width 
7n - c 
,. . , . ,l/(2m+2k1) (log(n) / n) 1 , 
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where h(x) is defined by (6.4.13). 
Proof: Again we confine our attention to the continuous case, 
i.e., part (a) . The on^ .y places in section 6.3 where the in-
dependence assumption has been employed are (6.3.6) and sub-
sequently (6.3.7) and (6.3.10). From lemma 12.1.2 with Zj - Yj 
it follows that in the present case (6.3.7) becomes: 
E supx|g(x)n(x) - E g(x)h(x)| 
=
 7 ; k E sup x | a n (x) - E a n ( x ) | = 0[ (log(n/72 )) h/(llM ] 
(12.2.7) 
Combining (12.2.7) witt (6.3.9), there exist constants c± > 0, 
c2 > 0 such that (6.3.10) becomes: 
E supx|g(x)h(x) - g(x)h(x)| 
- 0(Cl(log(n/72))V(7Syn) +c27°) 
- 0(c1(log(n))}i/(7kyn) +c2y™) (12.2.8) 
provided 
log(l/72) / log(n) ^ 0 . (12.2.9) 
Minimizing (12.2.8) to 7n yields an optimal window width of the 
form 7n - c-(log.(n) /n)i/(2m+2k) f o r w h i c h i n d e ed (12.2.9) 
holds. With this window width, (12.2.8) becomes 
E supx|g(x)h(x) - g(x)h(x)| = 0[(log(n) / n ) a / ( 2 B + 2 k ) ] . 
This proves part (a) of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we have 
Theorem 12.2.3. Under the conditions of theorems 12.2.L and 
12.2.2 and the additional assumption 12.1.4 the conclusions of 
theorem 6.5.1 carry over. 
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Proof: It follows strlightforwardly from lemma 12.1.3 that 
(6.5.22) goes through, • rhich proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1: Along the same lines as in this section we can gene-
ralize the SMINK estimation approach in chapter 7 to time 
series. 
Remark 2: We note that the <p-mixing condition on the base can 
be relaxed to the weaker a-mixing condition, but at the expense 
of stronger conditions on the moments of Yj and Xj . This fol-
lows from theorem 9.2.1. This extension is left as an exercise. 
Exercises: 
1. Prove E(Z^m))2 < E Zv. (Cf. lemma 12.1.1) 
2. Prove theorem 12.2.1 for the discrete and mixed continuous-
discrete case. 
3. Prove part (b) of theorem 12.2.2. 
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